1. Introduction 1. Introduction In this work we study latent variable systems endowed with complex dynamics, nongaussian and non-stationary behavior. One of the most recent directions of research in various disciplines has been that of nding relevant information from sparsely represented signals Donoho, 1996 ; Lewicki & Sejnowski, 2000; Zibulevsky & Pearlmutter, 2001 ; Zibulevsky & Zeevi, 2001 . Sparse signals require that a small number of expansion coe cients represent them so that the reconstruction quality can benear optimal given the achieved compression power. Sparsity reminds and refers to statistical parsimony in model building, as opposed to the redundancy of information; one thus may aim to consider and exploit sparsity for inference or signal compression purposes. Smoothness too is a related concept, both from the standpoint of a function space of objects or signals and from the perspective of a sequence space of expansion coe cients; with a variable degree of smoothness, models are required to be both exible, in terms of assumptions about probability distributions involved, thus resulting non-parametric, and adaptive, for dealing well with inhomogeneities of the series. Given a stochastic process whose realizations might be represented through a certain functional expansion, the idea of decomposing the observed structures in more statistically independent components may be a key goal in applications. Depending on the nature of the process, a more realistic objective could be a search for least dependent components, which sometimes is proposed for dealing with strong forms of dependence and non-stationarity. Wavelets indeed can play an important role in these last cases, since they yield Johnstone & Silverman, 1997; Abry, Flandrin, Takku & Veitch, 2000 de-correlating and stationarizing e ects on the computed coe cient sequences; thus, statistical inference can bemore e ective in this projected domain. With regard to nancial time series analysis, in previous work Capobianco, 1999 some wavelet-based methodologies have been proposed and interesting empirical modelling results have been obtained with relevance for the structure and correlation aspects of volatility. In particular, algorithms like the Matching Pursuit MP have been seen as e ectively detecting features in high frequency nancial time series. Here we show that Independent Component Analysis ICA Cardoso, 1989; Comon, 1994 , or Blind Source Separation Jutten & Herault, 1991 , might bevery conveniently adopted in combination with the MP so to arti cially learn the structure of a complex class of signals. We t h us suggest a possible way to employ the bank of sources o ered by the decomposed signals obtained at di erent resolution levels from the employed transforms, where each level may give information on market activity with respect to various degrees of temporally aggregated trading horizons. A least dependent component analysis by ICA may thus be combined with the sparsity of signal representation, achieved through wavelet packet and cosine packet transforms WPT and CPT, respectively and related thresholding estimation. Source separation occurs in the sparse expansion coe cients domain and the signal is reconstructed from resolution levels selected as least dependent ones. We represent v olatility within the frame of latent v ariable systems where a Sparse Component Analysis SCA Donoho, 2000 can be implemented, as suggested by modern signal processing and computational statistics techniques. By pursuing this approach w e aim to formulate an initial proposal for innovative views of volatility models. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the frame for our modelling approach. Section 3 introduces computational learning issues through wavelet-based techniques and overcomplete dictionaries of functions. Sparsity is addressed together with de-noising and non-linear estimation issues; some optimization algorithms are then described. Section 4 describes ICA and SCA concepts. Section 5 proposes a learning algorithm aimed to improve the time and frequency resolution trade-o . Section 6 reports an experimental analysis based on the approximation of the latent features of the volatility function characterizing a stock returns index. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Latent Variable Systems
We start by casting the processes of interest in a very general frame so to represent their dynamics; we thus describe the following linear system: Y t = A t X t + t 2.1 X t = C t t + t 2.2 where Y t are observed nancial returns 1 , X t are unknown system sources, A t is an unknown mixing matrix, t i:i:d:0; ;t is a noise process. Note that v t = 2 t can be considered the volatility process, which in nancial volatility models represents a latent process underlying the returns dynamics. The sources X t have a possibly sparse decomposition through t , a selected dictionary of functions delivering either a basis or an overcomplete representation Olshausen & Field, 1997; Lewicki & Sejnowski, 2000; Chen, Donoho & Saunders, 2001 for the signal under investigation. The corresponding expansion coe cients are here indicated by C t , while t is an i.i.d process, with no constraints on the probability distributions 2 . As far as concerns applications, such system is specialized to the case of studying nancial volatility in this work; nevertheless, it can be applied to other di erent contexts, as shown in other studies Kisilev, Zibulevsky, Zeevi & Pearlmutter, 2000 . Therefore, it may hold as a quite general frame and thus suggests a sort of model-free approach for representing the dynamics of the system of interest. A special case Zibulevsky & Pearlmutter, 2001 is when a dual system can be formed, i.e. when a basis is obtained; in that case the system can change according to the transform ,1 t = t ; as a direct consequence, X t t = C t t t + t t . This last expression can be expressed equivalently asX t = C t + t , while at the observation level Y t = A t C t +A tt + t or also Y t = A t C t + t , with t = A tt + t A t t t + t .
To summarize, a new system is found:
X t = C t + t 2.3 Y t = A t C t + t 2.4
If the signal-to-noise ratio S N results high with regard to the sources stochastic nature, then t 0 and t = t . Thus, the same volatility process initially described is found. If instead S N is low, the volatility becomes characterized by t = D t + ;t , where D t = A t ;t t + ;t . In the latter case, i.e. when an overcomplete dictionary is available, the estimation procedure of the time inhomogeneous covariance matrix will be conducted through computational learning tools which refer to di erent techniques, and thus represent an hybrid methodology. As a result, we have the system 1-2 representing a volatility process; in this way we might generalize the typical autoregressive form of dependence, depending on the structure of the t matrix 3 . We have the volatility structure expressed non-parametrically and investigated by selected dictionaries of functions, wavelet packets WP and localized cosines or cosine packets CP. We can also maintain, according to the representation adopted, an underlying well-known hypothesis that a mixture basic law of information arrivals is governing the market dynamics.
As an alternative frame, we have the system 3-4, where the mixing A t is now acting on the computed transform expansion coe cients C t . In other words, one can work in a 1 Stock returns are computed in the usual way, a s r t = lnp t =p t,1 100, where p t are the prices of shares, indexes, commodities or other nancial activities. 2 Thus the fact that we don't require positivity means that we are not describing volatility through equation 2, but simply sources of it. 3 We might also design a state-space structure for representing the system dynamics.
signal or sequence space, of functions or coe cients, respectively, depending on criteria such as sparsity of representation and statistical independence of the coordinates. Since the sources are unobservable, estimating them and the mixing matrix is quite complicated; we can either build an optimization system with a regularized objective function through some smoothness priors, so to estimate the parameters involved, or we can proceed more recursively in the mean square sense, through iterations of the MP processing the observed returns with the WP and CP libraries, and looking at Y t P t t + t = A t C t t + t , where the noise is including an approximation error from the system equation and residual measurement e ects t . The MP algorithm works on a sparse P t by the means of overcomplete representations and a denoising step, but remains unable to disentangle the components composing the operator P t . It will be left to an ICA step dealing with this aspect. Thus, if A t accounts for modulating the dependence structure of the latent volatility sources, the packet expansion coe cients become the inputs for the ICA step that follows.
The nature of the resolution-wise detail time series is such that ICA naturally ts well, since the series result non-Gaussian and stationary, in the projected sequence space of detail signals too; they are indeed stationarized, as an e ect of the wavelet packet transform.
There is still inhomogeneity a t the detail levels, since they maintain heteroscedastic and thus time-varying features, but this last aspect can be controlled in part by the means of an underlying semi-stationarity h ypothesis holding for a segmented version of the initial return process. With a complete dictionary operating in the new system and obtained by changing the basis allows for the same optimization criteria to apply as well, and one may thus prefer to work with it, i.e. in these new coordinates. From our perspective, the coe cients are now sparsely represented and investigated in separated sources of volatility information through ICA; the original returns have a new decomposition through 4, where the operator A t enters directly the system dynamics and the sources have c hanged in 3 from the initial latent volatility components to the transformed and scaled volatilities, embedded in detail signals. The compression and decorrelation properties of wavelet transforms can be better supported with a more e ective search for least dependent components via ICA. Our experiments with high frequency nancial time series suggest that very good results are obtained through the MP procedure based on WP and CP decomposition dictionaries. Return data may be analysed in two steps, where the rst one is a ltering procedure removing all the hidden periodicities, and thus de-seasonalizing the volatility process. The WPT and CPT deliver decomposition tables where one observes how the information is distributed among high and low frequency components, and form the ground for the Matching Pursuit algorithm runs. The second step is played by ICA which nds what resolution levels appear to have informative content, based on the independent contribution coming from each detail signal to the global signal structure. The MP algorithm yields residuals with autocorrelation and long memory structure, i.e. short and long range dependencies; with ICA these features may t h us result more usefully separated from the pure volatility process, which can then behandled with ad hoc de-volatilization models. Generally speaking, with a Discrete Wavelet Transform DWT a map f ! w from the signal domain to the wavelet coe cient domain is obtained, i.e. one applies, through a bank of quadrature mirror lters, the transformation w = W f , so to get the coe cients for high scales high frequency information and for low scales low frequency information. A sequence of smoothed signals and of details giving information at ner resolution levels is found from the wavelet signal decomposition and may be used to represent a signal expansion:
where j0;k is associated with the corresponding coarse resolution coe cients c j0;k and d j;k are the detail coe cients, i.e. c j;k = R fx jk xdx and d jk = R fx jk xdx. In short, the rst term of the right hand side of 3 is the projection of f onto the coarse approximating space V j0 while the second term represents the cumulated details. We may de ne empirical estimatesĉ j;k = 1 n P n i=1 j;k x i andd j;k = 1 n P n i=1 j;k x i and consider the advantages of an orthogonal wavelet expansion, which under standard normality assumptions implies nding independent coordinates in the decomposition domain of wavelet expansion coe cients, even in the presence of correlation.
Wavelet De-noising
In the wavelet-based representations of signals sparsity inspires strategies that eliminate redundant information, not distinguishable from noise; this can be done in the wavelet coe cients domain, given the relation between true and empirical coe cients,d jk = d jk + t . The wavelet shrinkage principle Donoho & Johnstone, 1994 applies a thresholding strategy which yields de-noising of the observed data; it operates by shrinking wavelets coe cients toward zero so that a limited numberof them will be considered for reconstructing the signal. Given that a better reconstruction might becrucial for nancial time series in order to capture the underlying volatility structure and hidden dependence, de-noising can be usefully employed for these spatially heterogeneous signals. The following well-known algorithm is usually implemented:
The wavelet transform is applied to the data, so to get empirical wavelet coe cients;
The empirical wavelet coe cients are shrunken toward zero by setting a thresholding rule re ecting the nature of the data and by using suitable and possibly optimal statistical estimation criteria;
The inverse DWT is applied to the thresholded coe cients so to reconstruct the signal in a sparse way.
The shrinkage rule and the threshold value are selected among several possible choices, and given the noisy nature of observed nancial time series, an adaptive procedure might bepreferred. Inhomogeneous function classes characterization, diagonalization and sparsity t h us yield, together with the multiresolution property, a p o werful justi cation for selecting wavelets as an approximation and estimation instrument. In representing a function belonging to a general space, space-time resolution combined with frequency resolution are pursued by respectively using contracted high frequency and dilated low frequency versions of wavelets. Therefore, an increased localization power yields advantages in terms of spatial adaptivity, which might b e very useful for handling nancial time series.
Overcomplete Dictionaries
Function dictionaries are collections of parameterized waveforms Chen, Donoho & Saunders, 2001; they are available for many classes of functions, formed directly from a particular family, like w avelets, or from merging two or more dictionary classes. Particularly in the latter case an overcomplete dictionary is composed, with linear combinations of elements that may serve to represent remaining dictionary structures, thus originating a non-unique signal decomposition. An example of overcomplete representations is o ered by WPs, which represent an extension of the wavelet transform to a richer class of building block functions and allow for a better adaptation due to an oscillation index f related to a periodic behaviour in the series which delivers a richer combination of functions. Given the admissibility condition where g is an high pass impulse response. For compactly supported wave-like functions W f t, nite impulse response lters of a certain length L can be used, and by P-partitioning in j,f-dependent intervals I j;f one nds an orthonormal basis of L 2 R i.e. a w avelet packet through f2 , j 2 W f 2 ,j t , k; k 2 Z;j; f j I j;f 2 Pg.
A better domain, compared to simple wavelets, is obtained for selecting a basis to represent the signal and an orthogonal wavelet transform can always beselected by changing the partition P and de ning w 0 = t and W f = , from the so-called WPT we can thus choose combinations of wavelets and other functions re ecting the features of the signal at hand, or search the best basis able to represent the signal with particular sub-sets of coe cients. The WP representation generalizes other periodic models, like Li & Xie, 1997 where yt = P q k=1 k expit k + t, with t a stationary zero-mean time series, k random variables uncorrelated to each other and w.r.t. t, and k the q unknown hidden periodic components. We need to specify a stochastic or probabilistic version of ft and allow for the systematic terms to represent the sum of the periodic components of the model, where k are the packet coe cients and the exponentials are the dictionary atoms. With a CPT system we h a ve instead excellent bases as far as concerns compression power, as shown by Donoho, Mallat & von Sachs, 1996 and 1998, thus getting sparsity of representations through them. Furthermore, in Mallat, Papanicolaou & Zhang, 1998 CP are shown to be optimal bases for dealing with non-stationary processes with time-varying covariance operators. The building blocks in CP are localized cosine functions, i.e. localized in time and forming smooth basis functions. They are almost eigenvectors of locally stationary processes, and thus constitute almost diagonal operators used to approximate the covariance function. The CPT has an advantage over the classic Discrete Cosine Transform DCT; the latter de nes an orthogonal transformation and thus maps a signal from the time to the frequency domain, but it is not localized in time and thus is not able to adapt well to non-stationary signals. Depending on the taper functions we select, the cosine packets decay to zero within the interval where they are de ned and in general determine functions adapted to overcome the limitations of DCT. A DCT-II transform is de ned as:
for k = 0 ; 1; : : : ; n , 1, and scaling factor s k resulting 11 if k 6 = 0 o r n, and 1 p 2 if k = 0 o r n. The within-block coe cients of the WP and CP formulations describe their contribution in representing the signal features under a varying oscillation index. The WP table presents crystals, i.e. sets of coe cients, stored in sequency order, according to increasing oscillation index. The CP table presents instead blocks ordered by time and the coe cients within the blocks are ordered by frequency. Figure 1 describes these properties.
The way these plots should be read and interpreted suggests that in WP tables the blocks are ordered by frequency, and within blocks wavelet coe cients are ordered by time; thus, the low frequency information in the signal is expected to be concentrated on the left side and the high frequency information on the right side of the table 6 . For CP tables, the high frequency part of the signal is now expected on the left side, while the low frequency behavior appears from the right side.
The Matching Pursuit learning algorithm
The design of optimal algorithms is strictly dependent on the adoption of adaptive signal approximation techniques, built on sparse representations. Sparsity refers to the possibility of considering only few elements of a dictionary of approximating functions selected among a redundant set. The MP algorithm Mallat & Zhang, 1993 is a goodexample, and it has been successfully implemented in many studies for its simple structure and e ectiveness. A signal is decomposed as a sum of atomic waveforms, taken from families such as Gabor functions, Gaussians, wavelets, wavelet and cosine packets, among others. We focus on the WP and CP tables, whose signal representations are given by: W P t = P jfk w j;f;k W j;f;k t + res n t and C P t = P jfk c j;f;k C j;f;k t + res n t This choice o ers some advantages, which we summarize as follows:
the approximating kernels are exible with regard to the type of functions used, i.e. localized cosine functions and variably oscillating wavelets; the mixtures of functions employed work in space time and scale frequency dimensions, thus yielding better spatial adaptivity and localization power; a priori or signal-dependent knowledge may beaccounted for, by selecting indexed functions or by reducing the problem dimension through the use of a restricted sub-set of functions in the analysis.
The Procedure In summary, the MP algorithm approximates a function with a sum of n elements, called atoms or atomic waveforms, which are indicated with H i and belong to a dictionary , of functions whose form should ideally adapt to the characteristics of the signal at hand. The MP decomposition exists in orthogonal or redundant v ersion and refers to a greedy algorithm which at successive steps decomposes the residual term left from a projection of the signal onto the elements of a selected dictionary, in the direction of that one allowing for the best t. At each time step the following decomposition is computed, yielding the coe cients h i which represent the projections, and the residual component, which will be then re-examined and in case iteratively re-decomposed according to:
h i H i t + res n t 3.5
3. nd in the dictionary the index with the maximum projection, i = argmin 2, jj res i,1 t , ; i H t jj, which equals from the energy conservation equation argmax 2, j ; i j; 4 . with the nth MP coe cient h n or n ;n and atom H n the computation of the updated nth residual is given by: res n t = res n,1 t , h n H n t;
5. repeat the procedure from step 2, with n = n + 1 and until i n. With H as an Hilbert Space, a function f 2 H is decomposed in this frame as f = f;g 0 g 0 + Rf, with f approximated in the g 0 direction, orthogonal to Rf, such that kfk 2 =j f ; g 0 j 2 +kRfk 2 . Thus, the minimization of the kRfk term requires a choice of g 0 in the dictionary such that the inner product term is maximized up to a certain optimality factor. The selection of these atoms from the D dictionary is made by an index 0 based on a choice function conditioned on a set of indexes , 0 2 , see Mallat & Zhang, 1993 , for further details.
Algorithmic Features and Limitations The main aspect of interest for the computational learning power of the MP algorithm has appeared in our study like in many others, and refers to how is capable of dealing e ciently with the so-called Davis, Mallat & Avellaneda, 1997, coherent structures compared to the dictionary noise components. The terminology is used for stressing the importance of learning the most informative structures by the means of the atoms in the dictionaries; this usually happens e ciently at the beginning of the MP operations but only up to a certain iteration time, when the algorithm nds noise structures instead of relevant signal features. This aspect has been deeply investigated in the mentioned work, and in our application has been controlled by looking at the behaviour of the residue term after n approximation steps; the residue absolute and squared values allow for the autocorrelation functions to give information about the conditional variance, and thus are of direct interest for the volatility modelling aspects.
There is also the risk of learning non-features, or that the algorithm over ts, and thus learns noise Jaggi, Karl, Mallat & Willsky, 1998. In our case we found that a solution is to modify the range of application of the MP algorithm, thus making it more orthogonalized. The MP decomposition is nonlinear, but maintains, along its operations:
kR n fk 2 = j R n f , R n+1 f j 2 + kR n+1 fk 2 equivalently as for linear orthogonal decompositions. There is Davis, Mallat & Zhang, 1994 a version of MP that selects several vectors from the dictionary at every iteration step, and projects the residue over the space spanned by these vectors; it is an orthogonal MP and for every selected vector computes an orthogonalization step through a Gram-Schmidt algorithm. Despite its faster residue decrease and its convergence in a nite numberof steps M, compared to the nite vector dimension N, it presents a relevant implementation cost and also possible numerical instability problems due to ill-conditioning of the basis functions fg n g 0n M . The strategy we h a ve chosen is explained later and ts with other objectives pursued in the study.
The Best Basis Algorithm
The Best Orthogonal Basis BOB algorithm Coifman & Wickerhauser, 1992 is employed here as an alternative to the MP optimization method, with the goal of minimizing an additive 7 cost function computed within a library of orthonormal basis representations generated by the WP transform and through the correspondent expansion coe cients w jf . The procedure adaptively picks the best orthogonal basis among those which can be formed as sub-collections of WP or CP dictionaries. The BB algorithm thus represents a global optimizer which computes the transform by searching for the minimum of a cost function EC = P j;f Ew j;f in OLN operations, with L = log 2 N the numb e r o f l e v els of the binary tree and N is the signal length this compared to the OMLN cost of the MP, with M packets selected. In particular, the BOB steps nd a minimum entropy transform from the dictionary at hand, since the above objective function corresponds to min entr fB j B 2 ,, where B is an orthobasis in the selected dictionary , and fB are a vector of coe cients in the same basis. In terms of the entropy, commonly used in statistics for estimation and compression problems, the cost function holds as E ent j;f = P kŵ 2 j;f;k logŵ 2 j;f;k , forŵ j;f;k = w j;f;k jj w 0;0 jj 2 ,1 . The algorithm is known to deliver near-optimal sparsity representations, but not in the presence of non-orthogonal contexts. Figure 2 reports the tree plots visualizing the relative entropy content of the packet coe cients, where the arcs represent e n tropy s a vings in going from the parent to the child node; the longer ones suggest advantages in adopting the relative w avelet transform.
In the WP tree the best basis is concentrated in the three highest resolution levels, indicating an homogeneous entropy reduction among levels. With the CP tree the best basis results much more spread among the resolution levels and shows a superior entropy reduction. The total energy is given by E = P n k=1 f 2 n , which in turn corresponds to decomposing the energy among details and approximations, i. k=1 d 2 j;k , for j = 1 ; : : : ; J . Thus, the CP crystals i.e. sub-sets of coe cients are from a wider basis across the resolution levels and form the building blocks selected with a di erent energy distribution compared to the WP case. In Saito, 1998; Saito, Larson & Benichou, 2000 there is a proposal of an alternative view of the BOB scheme with modi cations addressing the search for least statistically dependent bases. An operator called feature extractor acts for reducing the dimensions of the problem and allows for a change of coordinates, and thus of basis, in the signal domain followed by a selection of m coordinates. The following functional summarizes the scheme, by seeking the best coordinates B measuring the e ciency of the bases B spanning x 2 F m , given the training set and the set of all such bases L, B = argmax B2L FB j .
In Figure 3 we report the top-100 largest coe cients approximation with the BB and the MP algorithms after running on WP and CP dictionaries. We show the BB on the WP table in A, and on the CP table in B, while for the MP algorithm we refer respectively to C and D.
The locations of the high energy spots indicate di erent costs in terms of the computed entropy for the two dictionaries, depending on which frequency information is captured by the related transforms. A low frequency concentration of energy appears in the WP cost table, while the CP cost table suggests that wider ranges of frequencies, including higher frequencies, are captured. The plots suggest that BB doesn't work optimally for the non-stationary signal, while MP works more e ciently; this is due to its greedy nature, and it results more e ective for a better ability to capture the local features, both in time and in frequency. The MP scheme exploits the correlation power inherent to the collection of waveforms available through the WP and CP dictionaries, and it does so throughout more scales and by extending the basis which represents the signal. 4 . Independent and Sparse Component Analysis
Searching Independent Components
The goal of searching for statistically independent coordinates characterizing certain objects and signals, or otherwise for least dependent coordinates, due to a strong dependence in the nature of the stochastic processes observed by the structure of the data, leads to ICA or to least dependent best basis algorithms. The combination of these goals with that of searching for sparse signal representations suggests hybrid forms of SCA. We present the results obtained with ICA, whose role has gained relevance to applications in many elds, particularly signal processing and neural networks. There are still relatively few ICA applications in the domain of nance. Statistically independent components may o er a possible interpretation of the main driving forces behind nancial time series, in line with other decomposition techniques such as structural time series analysis or factor models, involving multivariate time series, optimal investment portfolios, component extraction and separation of noise from true prices Back & Weigend, 1997; Wu &Moody, 1996. The Hyvarinen, 1999 . For Gaussian signals, the Independent Components are exactly the known Principal Components; with non-Gaussian signals ICA delivers superior performance, due to the fact that it relies on high order statistical independence information. With SCA one attempts to combine the advantages delivered by sparsity of signal representation, which transfer to better compression power and estimation in minimax sense. Now the expansion coe cients represent sparse vectors, those few large coe cients able to reconstruct the original signal features. The goal is to optimize sparsity so the get optimal recontruction. ICA is related to linear and nonlinear mixture models, including the case of convolutive mixing, and refers to noise-free or noisy data applications. In studies based on time series, one might nd more convenient t o w ork with innovation processes Hyvarinen, 1998 derived from conditional values of observation processes and usually more independent and non-Gaussian then the original ones. Likewise, temporal correlation and convolutive mixing Amari, 1998; Attias, 1998 and 1999 a ect the data and their dependence features, such that more elaborated schemes are needed so to account for these aspects too. As said, ICA generalizes the well-known Principal Component Analysis, but unlike the latter which uses statistical information coming from the rst two moments of the involved probability distributions, it decorrelates the data by using statistical information of higher order and thus becomes suitable for non-Gaussian contexts. Therefore, ICA is a latent variable statistical model where linear or non-linear transforms of non-Gaussian and independent variables deliver the observed data. By assuming that the sensor outputs are indicated by x i ; i = 1; : : : ; n and represent a combination of independent, non-Gaussian and unknown sources s i ; i = 1 ; : : : ; m , a nonlinear system Y = fX could be approximated by a linear one AS, where X = AS. Instead of computing fX one may n o w w ork for estimating the sources S together with the m m mixing matrix A, where usually m n , with n the number of sensor signals, but with m = n holding in many cases too. The Joint Approximate Diagonalization of Eigenmatrices for Real signals i.e. JadeR algorithm is the of algorithms implementing ICA that we have applied. It delivers an estimate for the separating or de-mixing matrix B, obtained from Y = BX, such that when B = A ,1 a perfect separation would beobtained. This in general cannot happen, being just an ideal setting, and thus solutions hold approximately up to permutation and scaling. De-correlation and rotation steps are implemented so to deal with these aspects, and a set of approximately m independent components is obtained. The approach of combining MRA and ICA that we have adopted here is di erent from other cases of study; wavelet signal decomposition and ICA for nancial data analysis has also been suggested by Wu & M o o d y , 1996, but with a di erent goal, i.e. decomposing the stock price series into independent components so to extract the true price from the noisy series. More recent w ork has been proposed by Kisilev, Zibulevsky, Zeevi & Pearlmutter , 2000 with applications to musical sounds and images. We start from considering the detail signals obtained through WP and CP transforms: the series of scaled signals bring a di erent degree of resolution and refer to speci c information obtained by the transforms while switching between resolution levels. Then, we combine an ICA step with the MP algorithm operating on WP and CP tables; through such a joint search for sparsity and statistical independence we are basically adopting an hybrid SCA solution, since we aim to optimize sparsity through the choice of ad hoc function dictionaries, like localized cosines and orthonormal wavelet bases, and because we adopt thresholding estimators. Furthermore, we w ant to operate through least dependent coordinates such that an almost diagonal covariance operator is achieved, helping the interpretation of latent v olatility features.
Searching sparse decompositions From Donoho, 1996 functions represented as f P 1 i=1 i i have sparsity in their expansion coe cients i which can be measured by appropriate norms targeted to achieve bounds on the performance of compression and de-noising schemes. In this signal representation, both the coe cients i and the basis components j have to be computed; searching for the best basis is combined with the requirement o f sparsity. Dictionaries which are overcomplete deliver non-unique signal decompositions; when instead a basis may be selected, the dictionary will result complete. In our applications the hybrid method we have designed requires that the least dependent resolution levels are to be selected by ICA and used for calibrating the MP algorithm, thus achieving a better detection power for the dependence structure in the series. More independent coordinates along which to apply the algorithmic steps allow the MP to be more orthogonalized and thus work more e ciently in retrieving the coherent structures; the algorithm learns more e ectively, w orking progressively toward obtaining a nal residue whose absolute and squared transforms might reveal only pure volatility features. With h. representing a prior distribution on the dictionary expansion coe cients, or otherwise an empirical probability distribution function that could be computed from the estimated wavelet coe cients, this functional generalizes other similar structures like the Method of Frames, the Basis Pursuit or the equivalent Linear Programming problem representations, perturbed or not depending from the fact that one is considering a noisy observation system or not Chen, Donoho & Saunders, 2001. The term AC can be replaced, with a number of sensors equal to the number of sources, and the inverse mixing or de-mixing matrix indicated by B = A ,1 . Thus, it follows that S BXand the term within the norm of the objective function becomes jj C,BXjj 2 F .
Approximating Stock Index Volatility

The General Setting
Wavelet orthogonal bases are unconditional bases for certain classes of functions, generally belonging to inhomogeneous function spaces; as such they represent almost diagonal covariance operators, as shown by Mallat, Papanicolaou & Zhang, 1998. They deliver optimal de-noising and compression ability Donoho, Mallat & von Sachs, 1996 and 1998. Certain classes of processes, like locally stationary processes, address the fact that nonstationarity behaviour occurs in some periods of time depending on the presence of regime shifts or shocks or even other independent factors, and then a switch to a more stationary regime is observed for the variables of interest. The dependence structure in high frequency nancial time series can be detected by selecting ad hoc function dictionaries, like WP and CP, whose good time-frequency resolution trade-o allows for an excellent representation of non-stationary or time inhomogeneous series. Since the signal transformed in the wavelet coe cient domain is heteroscedastic and non-Gaussian, the same two properties transfer to the expansion coe cient domain too; stationarity and decorrelation take place even if some weak dependence structure remains. We refer to the Nikkei stock return index and choose the series of 1990, among several years of available market activity, with observations collected at high frequencies, i.e. every minute 1m. The total sample has 35,463 observations, with intra-daily trading prices covering the working week, holidays and weekends excluded. We then form a temporally aggregated time series of correspondent ve-minute 5m data from the original one; thus, they are simply given by the average of components sampled at the time interval of one minute. The aggregated sample consists of 7092 observations 8 . Model design tasks involve the representation of features such as short and long range dependence, hidden periodicities, external shocks, surprise variable e ects and other factors with impact on prices and returns Andersen & Bollerslev, 1997. Together with the volatility persistence observed from the absolute and squared returns autocorrelation functions, long range dependence seems a t ypical feature which is often indicated as present in high frequency nancial series. It is very likely that this form of dependence might be mixed with other forms of hidden dependence in the data like, for instance, periodicities see Figure 4 . These last components are usually not easy to interpret, and may prevent the researcher from detecting and evaluating the underlying low frequency dynamics, as also suggested by the presence of non-stationarity through the evidence of spurious features in the data.
We adopt a strategy which aims to pre-process the return series with ad-hoc ltering, i.e. targeted to deal with the hidden periodic components. The goal is that of getting residual returns where the only dynamics left are those strictly related to the volatility process. In practical terms, we have in mind a two-stage process where the battery of wavelet-based techniques and the classes of functions available through the selected dictionaries may enable a de-seasonalization step followed by a de-volatilization step. Here we cope mainly with the former aspect, while the latter should require speci c volatility modelling too, not proposed here.
Non-parametric Estimation
We keep this setting of underlying conditions, and thus consider our setting inherently non-stationary; as such, we w ant to design a method explicitly accounting for these conditions. Thus, after having segmented appropriately the data we run experiments which are based on the methods already introduced. We h a ve tested the MP approximation power, and let the algorithm work with 50, 100, 200 and 500 atoms from the selected WP and CP function dictionaries, so to verify whether its computed residue might b e interpreted as noise and might indicate how e cient is learning. We apply de-noising to the tables so to let the shrinkage principle operate via thresholding and verify whether the MP performance is in uenced by the presence of noisy wavelet crystals. We combine the advantage of using dictionaries which are e ective in detecting D. Figure 4 : Absolute indexed by a and squared indexed by s r a w 1m and 5m returns.
the latent periodic structure with that of removing the noise characterizing the nest details. In this way we want to reach a better sparsity of coe cients. Thus, the procedure we adopted is described as follows:
Step 1.
Wavelet Cosine Packets Segmentation: the initial sample is split into segments. This has been done according to systematic rules, variable according to Gao, 1997 ; Mallat, Papanicolaou & Zhang, 1998; Serroukh, Walden & Percival, 2000; von Sachs & MacGibbon, 2000 while here the procedure re ects the sample splitting rule which restricts the partition choice to sample sizes divisible by 2 J in the wavelet cosine packet analysis. We keep the rule at its simplest level, by just considering two sub-samples, with observations ranging from 1 to 3328 and then from 3329 to 7040, for the 5m series. Together with a certain computational advantage, one gets an improved local t power for estimating the variance by looking more speci cally at the data dynamics belonging to less non-stationary segments, which may correspond to separate market phases.
Step 2.
The Thresholding Algorithm:
The WP and CP transforms are applied to the returns and the empirical wavelet crystals i.e. sets of coe cients are computed; The empirical coe cients are shrunken toward zero by a thresholding step, which works according to a series of rules re ecting the nature of the data and following optimal statistical estimation criteria; The inverse transforms are applied to the thresholded coe cients so to reconstruct the signal in a sparse way.
A widely employed threshold which adapts to each resolution level is obtained through the principle of minimizing levelwise the Stein Unbiased R isk Estimator, o r SURE. The resulting estimator is quoted in the literature as SURE-Shrink. Therefore one gets: The shrinkage function depends also on the estimate of the scale of the noise, which in our application represents a very important aspect. One may use all the coefcients to yield the estimate, or just those ones belonging to each resolution level.
A di erent bias-variance ratio naturally follows in the applied smoothing. We used the estimate from all the crystals, not to lose e ciency and because we rely on a certain dependence structure among resolution levels; thus, we adopted the MAD function, de ned by medianj x , medianx j=0:6745, which eliminates the noise and delivers a robust variance estimate.
Step 3.
The MP Algorithm: we apply it to the sub-tables, i.e. to the sampled segments previously computed and run MP with an increasing approximation power, in both the original and the de-noised sub-tables.
Step 4.
The Energy Distribution: we compare it among series decomposed by resolution levels, and for each sub-table, so to verify which of them are more or less informative and up to what degree the presence of noise gives a contribution to the observed data features. We thus check how the approximation power of the MP algorithm is a ected by the noise, and look at the usual diagnostic autocorrelation function ACF plots for absolute and squared residuals, which are very informative about the structure of dependence in the volatility process. Ideally, coherent structures should beremoved and the algorithm should be stopped when dictionary noise is encountered. When no structure is found in the residue it means that the MP worked e ciently; this fact should also be interpreted as the evidence that only pure volatility aspects are left in the residual series. We observe from Table 1 that in the rst sub-sample of the WP table level 0 increases with T the numberof approximating structures or atoms in the dictionary and level 6 becomes dominant with de-noised crystals; the latter is followed by level 4, with both the levels decreasing in energy percentage with T, and by level 2, increasing instead with T. The second sub-sample has still level 0, which increases with T, followed by level 3, decreasing with T; this segment concentrates most of the energy from the MP runs on the original noisy WP table, while the waveshrunken crystals indicate level 3 as the one with the largest energy, decreasing with T, followed by level 2, 4 and 6, all pretty much stable in their energy distribution, according to the approximation power employed by the MP algorithm. In short and as expected, we have observed a shift from ne resolution levels to low and to mid-coarse ones, respectively in the rst and second WP table sub-sample, when de-noising is applied through the SURE-SHRINK thresholding see Figure 5 .
In Table 2 , in the CP dictionary, we observe that with the original crystals the MP computations suggest levels 0 and 3 together with levels 0 and 1 as dominant, respectively T = of Atoms 50 100 200 500 w50 w100 w200 w500 in the rst and second sub-samples, even if with a di erent degree of in uence of the approximation power employed by MP, while the de-noised crystals suggest that the energy remains pretty much concentrated in the same levels, 0, 1 and 3 in the rst segment and 0, 1 and 2 in the second one. Thus, the nest resolution levels are those with most of the energy and de-noising doesn't really lead to a shift of energy among the scales in the CP tables, compared to the WP tables. This indicates that the CP table is already sparsely representing the signal. As a nal check and so to understand how the approximation power transfers to advantages in feature detection ability, w e look at the ACFs computed on the absolute and squared transformed residuals, obtained from the WP CP tables and their de-noised versions. From the plots in Figure 6 and 7, for the absolute returns ACFs, and in Figure 8 and 9 for the squared values ACFs, we notice that the residual autocorrelation and the persistence remain visible features, particularly with the absolute values, and regardless the approximation power considered, due to either the undetected structure or the algorithm sub-optimal performance adaptation to non-features, noise over tting, lack of e ciency as possible causes. The ACFs computed over the de-noised residuals indicate that with the WP tables these features are less evident while with the CP tables they appear even more emphasized, thus suggesting that the noise, somehow spuriously, contributes to the structure shown by the WP CP tables. From the squared transforms the e ects of de-noising are more visible when looking at the power of detecting the hidden periodicities, since they are strongly highlighted in the WP case and, at a less degree, with the CP tables too.
In summary, the noise seems to hide periodic components and its removal allows for a better detection of them, and this suggests that non-stationarity i s v ery likely responsible for the presence of spurious features. While the CP transform suggests a goodlow and high frequency resolution, somehow regardless the presence of noise, the WP transform seems to require a pre-processing stage of de-noising so to remove the spurious e ects of the noise, mostly visible at the nest scales, and thus improving the detection power of the low frequency informative content of the signal in the forms of strong dependencies and periodicities.
Time and Frequency Resolution Pursuit.
Together with the risk of nding spurious components for the non-stationary nature on the data, the masking e ects of noise has been indicated as a further di culty in dealing with high frequency nancial time series. These factors should beconsidered combined with possible over tting e ects when the MP optimization procedure is run; the algorithm could learn too much and adapt even to non-features. De-noising through thresholding with the SURE-Shrink estimator alone may not besu cient for optimally dealing with all these aspects. An important aspect concerns the structure of the algorithm itself, and its pursuit activity throughout the resolution levels. An algorithm known as High Resolution Pursuit HRP Jaggi, Karl, Mallat & Willsky, 1998 has been proposed so to improve the local t power compared to that of MP; the way to do so is by using information just from the highest scales. One can imagine to address each atom of a dictionary through a set of indices, I k including functions g each formed by averaging elements at ner scale j+k, i.e. g = P m i=1 i g j+k;t i 9 . Examples are o ered for atoms from B-Spline and WP dictionaries. This new algorithm performs very well compared to MP and Basis Pursuit Chen, Donoho & Saunders, 2001 and presents 9 A new locally sensitive similarity measure has been introduced with the aim of selecting the most informative atoms to be used by the pursuit algorithm, whenever the atoms belonging to low scales can be represented as averages of ner resolution atoms.
clear advantages in some cases, but has limitations as well. It is not fully adaptive with regard to the speci c scale selection, thus left to heuristic rules, and to the stopping rule, which is set to avoid over tting problems, is application or case dependent. We don't modify or adapt the algorithm itself, but consider HRP as a good premise for understanding how to optimize the selection of information coming from the detail signals obtained by the MRA, with regard to both its time and frequency content. Thus, we investigate the performance of the MP algorithm when is applied on a restricted and ad hoc selected range of resolution levels, i.e. the nest resolution levels of the WP and CP tables, which are obtained through ICA in the WP and in the CP cases. We adopt the same exible degree of approximation power of 50, 100, 200 and 500 atoms and compare the energy percentage distribution obtained after the MP runs. In Table 3 below reported we have the two estimated mixing matrices A, where the observed sensor signals are those computed at each resolution levels by the WP and the CP transforms. These already de-seasonalized signals are now passed through the ICA algorithm for the extraction of "m" possible sources which w e set equal to the numberof sensors 10 . For a possible interpretation of how these level dependent ICs may relate to nancial market dynamics, activities and operations, one might consider that relevant work has been recently proposed by researchers addressing the hypotesis that nancial markets operate under conditions driven by dynamics which are di erent according to the time horizons considered for evaluating returns from the invested resources; an example is o ered by comparing speculative short term and longer term forms of investments, from day-by-day trading to mutual funds or balanced portfolio strategies.
Resol. lev. Since our sensor signals are obtained from a multi-resolution decomposition of the signal, instead of measuring each IC's contribution to the individual returns we extract from each detail level an approximate value suggesting its contribution to the signal features independently from the other levels. The highest values computed suggest what are the dominant ICs on a scale-dependent basis, without identifying their speci c nature or the underlying economic factors, being them system dynamics or pure shocks. From the WP estimated mixing matrix A we note a strong within-level factor always dominating apart from levels 5 and 6, where a mutual cross-in uence appears to dominate. From the CP extimated mixing matrix A things change substantially, since each level depends mainly from out-of-level factors, i.e. the independent components found are not in a diagonal form but belong instead to other resolution levels, remaining only negligibly in uenced by within-level factors.
Considering the results obtained with the ICA application, we may refer back to the performance of the MP algorithm with a restricted domain of application, given by the four nest resolution levels of the WP and CP tables, and nd a possible explanation or at least some help for how t o i n terpret those ndings see Table 4 . The ICA experiment simply works as a test procedure which clearly suggests the goodness of the previous strategy more with the WP table than with the CP table. We notice that with the WP table level 0 increseas with T and level 3 decreases with T, and they gradually exchange the relative contribution to the total energy, while the other two levels are pretty much similar. For the CP table level 1 increases with T, the other being stable, while level 0 remains the one capturing the biggest percentage of energy. In the next gures we repeat the diagnostic ACF plots already shown before, based on the new residuals; Figure 10 and Figure 11 report the absolute and the squared ACFs for the residuals from the WP and the CP tables.
Interpreting the Results
In the CP case, levels 4, 5 and 6 mostly depend, respectively, from the speci c information content of levels 1, 4 and 2; thus, by including only levels 0-3 in the MP range of application, we reduce the frequency information loss coming from excluding the low scales, and even if still sub-optimally, w e obtain a better compromise with regard to the trade-o of time and frequency resolution with which we let MP operate. As said before, MP bene ts because working with least dependent coordinates allow to learn faster and better, due to a more orthogonalized algorithm. We then observe that with the WP table the dependencies left in the ACF plots are less evident than before, particularly with regard to the long memory component, while the initial autocorrelation decreases with T. For the CP table the picture suggests even a better ability o f M P to capture and remove these dependencies, thus suggesting that the feature detection power improves qualitatively and with computational savings by simply concentrating the MP activity only on the nest resolution levels. This fact indirectly addresses the power of the HRP algorithm compared to the MP, when the latter is active on the whole resolutions domain, but our procedure also suggests that one can follow simple strategies instead of modifying the algorithm. In fact, the MP may still be highly successful by just limiting its activity to the nest resolution levels, and particularly in the WP case, by exploiting the information content of high-scale signals compared to the low-scale ones Jaggi, Karl, Mallat & Willsky, 1998 . The advantages of working with band-pass ltered detail signals in terms of temporal aggregation e ects are known Abry, Veitch & Flandrin, 1998; they are stationarized and decorrelated by w avelets, as seen, in the sense of being almost uncorrelated along individual scales and almost independent across scales. We support our results with other arguments too, as explained below, which explain that the selection of details re ects the selection provided by ICA on the wavelet expansion coe cients, justi ed on the grounds that the least dependent components lead to more orthogonalized MP and thus better e ciency. Figure 12 is about the performance of the MP algorithm when examined through the residues obtained at varying approximation power employed. For the case under study, we consider the L 2 and L 1 errors, from respectively squared and absolute transformed residual terms, and compare them with the numberof MP approximating, possibly coherent, structures employed, up to 500, which corresponds to the L 0 norm of the expansion coe cients, i.e. a measure of sparsity.
We note that with CP tables the MP has an excellent performance, but in both cases, L 2 and L 1 norms, the rst turning point is at approximately 100 structures, while the second one is at approximately 200 structures, and while for the for the L 2 norm is smooth, for the L 1 norm is slightly steeper in the decrease toward the approach to the new minimum at approximately 500. For the WP case instead, the minimum seems reached at approximately 100, and there is no reverting behaviour afterwards, even if with di erent slopes starting from 200 structures. The plots look very similar for the two norms. We note that in both cases we don't have a guarantee that if the algorithm is run for more than 500 structures, it will go in one direction or another, due to the risk of over tting. But while for the CP case we can see that after 200 iterations it stabilizes its pattern and reverts toward the limit reached by 100 structures, and thus we can accept this last numberas a good indicator for when to stop for observing the dynamics of the volatility process and control the related unstabilities of MP, for WP instead we should de nitely stay with 100 structures so to avoid over tting and conclude that further iterations would allow for dictionary noise to be encountered in both norms.
Conclusive Remarks
By looking at the results obtained with the high frequency time series application and with the use of WP and CP libraries, various considerations could be advanced. ICA applied to WP based detail signals yields results that best match the search for a com- promise between achieving a sparse representation together with a set of least dependent components. The selection of high scale signals eliminates redundant information by keeping highly localized time resolution power without simultaneously losing too much frequency resolution, due to the fact that low scale information can be reproduced by a veraging high scale one. The denoising step too, here applied, permits to improve the S N ratio considerably, and thus delivers a sparser signal representation. The independent components need not to exist, particularly with non-stationary and dependent signals; one must turn to other devices, or combine ICA with wavelet-based signal decomposition and de-noising, so to form a sort of SCA. For non-Gaussian data one nds that wavelet-represented signals result the least dependent components selected, where the detail sequences are obtained by sequential application of WPT CPT and ICA. These sequences are sparse, for the choice of ad hoc dictionary selection and for the packet coe cient thresholding stage. When ICA is applied to a CP library, it doesn't really build a sparse representation, since the CP coordinates are already naturally endowed with that property; from one aspect it depends on the time domain segmentation operated according to the degree on discontinuity revealed by the data. Thus, for a certain time interval, the size of the local cosine windows might correspond well to that representing an approximate stationary behavior for the process at hand. From Mallat, Papanicolaou & Zhang, 1998 we know that local cosine vectors might beapproximate eigenvectors of the covariance operators and that an orthogonal basis of them yields a sparse matrix with fast o -diagonal elements decay when a locally stationary process is observed. This sparse matrix should be estimated and ideally might be assumed to be a band or near diagonal matrix; one solution is BOB, but we h a ve already seen that for our time series is sub-optimal compared to the greedy MP. Thus, the least dependent levels and the source separation steps enabled by ICA based on the CP decomposition, now form an hybrid procedure and deliver a mix of components which unlike with WP are not concentrated at the nest resolutions. As far as concerns the independence among resolution levels, there isn't a precise selection order, but instead low and high frequency information content collected at various degree of resolution. In terms of decomposing the signal, the advantage of using a CP transform is thus in the inherent diagonalization power with respect to the covariance operator. Furthermore, our ndings address indirectly the power of HRP compared to MP; however, due to our simple ICA-based procedure of pre-selecting the resolution levels over which MP runs, it also suggests a simple strategy aimed to bypass the use of modi ed algorithms bringing limitations and contraints into the analysis. The MP algorithm may be very e ective by just limiting its range of activity, in this case the domain of resolution levels obtained from a signal decomposition. Exploiting the independent information content of MRA signals, as indicated by the ICA stage, may represent an e cient procedure and a near-optimal way of tuning the resolution pursuit.
